ISOMETRIC DRAWING SETTING

1.) Set the isometric drawing snap style by typing in the command line:

   “SNAP” <ENTER> “STYLE” <ENTER> “ISOMETRIC”<ENTER> Specify spacing for snap <ENTER>

2.) Use <F5> to switch the isometric cursor between top view, right side view and front view

DIMENSIONING

You can use the dimension tools from tool panel located on “annotation tabs” or use the different commands for dimensioning as followings:

**DIMLIN** to give the linear dimension to horizontal and vertical line
**DIMALI** to give the aligned dimension to oblique or inclined line
**DIMSTY** to modify the dimension style for your entire drawing

After you type “DIMSTY” in the command line, it will show up the window to set the dimension style click on “Modify” and you can set the dimension style in the tabs: Lines, Symbols and arrows, Text, Primary Units, etc.

**DIMED** to edit the dimension

You can edit the dimension to align with the isometric drawing by typing in the command line:

   “DIMED” <ENTER> “OBLIQUE”<ENTER> Select the dimensions that you want to edit <ENTER> Specify the angle to be aligned <ENTER>